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Garage

When a vehicle suspension system is under

pressure, garages often tend to look at

shock or spring replacement as a possible

solution. febi has also highlighted the key role

that the strut top mounting plays in ensuring a

smooth ride and reducing road noise.

The suspension strut top mounting is a

bonded rubber bush, which is mounted to the

top of the damper and fixes it to the vehicle’s

chassis. Strut mountings, can also incorporate a

bearing or a bearing plate that allows the strut

to turn with the steered wheels. The strut

mounting acts as a coupling to the spring and

shock absorber, connecting it to the body. The

damping force is absorbed separately within the

mounting, which in turn insulates the vehicle’s

body from suspension and road noise.

During the life of this suspension unit, the

damper and spring have to expand and contract

millions of times and cope with the extra stress

of damaged road surfaces. It is common that the

shock absorber or the road spring, are replaced

because of wear or failure, but the strut top

mounting is often only replaced as a distressed

purchase when the suspension unit is stripped

down for repair or only when the driver of the

vehicle complains of excess noise. 

The strut top mounting

bearing race, often falls apart or

seizes, resulting in a creaking or

grinding noise from the

suspension, this can lead to the

bearing tearing the rubber apart in the

mounting. The rubber itself can also deteriorate

with age, leading to reduced driving comfort

due to noise development, resulting in tight

steering or excess play in the steering, unstable

handling and reduced driving and braking safety.

The strength of a strut top mounting

comes from the properties of the elastomeric

material used and metal reinforcement within it.

This gives it the flexibility and stiffness that is

required. Febi develops its strut top mountings

to match OE quality and so can restore drive

comfort and noise reduction easily when fitted.

The mountings use OE grade rubber and follow

the precise specifications of the vehicle

manufacturer, ensuring optimum performance.

febi offers a comprehensive range of more

than 100 strut top mountings, covering over

50,000 applications. It also offers more than 100

different strut top mounting ProKits, which

provide all the necessary fitting materials

including bearings, to make repairs quick and

easy.

Details of the entire range for
suspension strut top mountings can be
found at partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com.

febi stresses importance of quality Strut
Top Mountings

Liqui Moly has highlighted the

benefits of it Cera Tec oil additive,

which offers drivers reduced fuel

consumption and emissions and added

engine life. 

Cera Tec is an advanced

suspension based on a microceramic

solid lubricant and chemical active

agents in mineral oil. It can be added

directly to cold or warm motor or

transmission oil and is most commonly

used at the time of an oil change. Just

300 ml of Cera Tec is sufficient as

treatment for up to 5 litres of motor

oil.

The graphite-like structure of the

ceramic particles enables them to fill in

the roughness present in the engine

metal, thereby preventing direct metal-

on-metal contact. An active friction

modifier chemical utilises the existing

friction energy to ensure good flow,

reducing friction and protecting the

engine and transmission against wear

for up to 50,000 kilometres.

Cera Tec saves energy, meaning

reduced fuel consumption and

emissions. It is suitable for use in any

oil and on vehicles with turbochargers,

catalytic converters or particle filters.

Cera Tec was recently tested by

independent testing laboratory, The

Automobil-Prüftechnik-Landau GmbH

(APL). Peter Kunz, who supervised the

test commented, “LIQUI MOLY is the

first company in the after-sales market

that has been prepared to undergo

voluntary tests. We found that Cera Tec

markedly increases the power reserve,

which confirms the anti-wear

protection by the fine ceramic particles.

After the tests I was amazed. The

product made everything, and I really

mean everything, better.”

Liqui Moly Cera Tec
offers optimum
engine protection

Question:We are having trouble

finding the cause of an engine

coolant leak on a 2013

Volkswagen Golf 1.2 TSi. A

coolant pressure check with the

engine cold did not provide much

help. After a road test, when the

engine was up to normal

operating temperature, there

were signs of a coolant leak near

the air filter housing, but we still

cannot find the source of the leak.

Can you help?

Answer: Yes, we have come across this

fault before and it affects Polo, Golf and Jetta

models with CJZA/CJZB/CJZC/CJZD engine

codes. The engine coolant leak is due to a

coolant pipe chafed through on the air filter

housing. Fit a modified engine coolant pipe,

complete with protective sleeve, available

from Volkswagen parts department Fig.1.1.

The protective sleeve will prevent recurrence

of the fault. Ensure engine coolant level and

anti-freeze

content are

correct. 
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